
NEWSLETTER – June 2015    

Welcome to your June newsletter and I am happy to report that this has been the 

first week that no one has started a class with their sweatshirt on, hooray! 

   OUT    IN BRING 

Holiday  

I will be away on holiday from Monday 29th June to Monday 6th July and then I have 

Kettle Bell instructors assessment in Bristol on Tuesday 7th July (be very afraid!!).  

Classes will resume on Wednesday 8th July 

I will be holding 2 extra classes during my return week to offer as much choice as 

possible.  They are as follows: 

PilaTess – Wednesday 8th July 10am 

Body Logic Plus – Friday 10th July 8pm 

Next week is business as usual and all the classes mentioned above will be on the 

booking sheets.  If you are unable to attend a class next week then please send me 

your requests. 

Remember bookings can be made via the website on the classes’ page as another 

option. 

While I Am Away!! 

My holiday will be spent on a boat so the only exercise I am going to get is 

swimming.  With this in mind I am setting you all a Swimming Challenge! 

If you can’t swim keep reading as help is at hand but in the meantime getting into 

water and using it’s resistance as a form of exercise is possible without taking your 

feet off the floor.  Be safe but be brave! 

Whether you choose indoors or outdoors, pool or sea you only need to do this once 

unless you love swimming.  Try anything and everything, once you are wet there is 

nothing to lose! How about swimming underwater, floating in all different shapes, 

attempting butterfly or playing volleyball? 

I will bring back the evidence of my efforts and would love to see as many pictures 

as possible of yours (even if it is only of your googles or armbands!). 



Swimming Lessons 

I will be running swimming lessons from July – September.  The pool I use is in 

Abbotskerswell, privately owned and heated to a lovely temperature or I wouldn’t get 

in it! I teach adults and children from the terrified to the technically inept.  

Once I have the first few bookings I will set the days and times that will be available.  

Prices will be determined by the number of lessons booked and whether it is a 1-1 or 

1-2 lesson.  Please come and have a chat with me if you are interested. 

Exercise Technique Help  

This offer still stands and has been proving very useful to those who have taken it 

up. 

40 minute 1-1 sessions for £10 aimed at anyone who would like some personal 

help and advice to develop their exercise technique.  The focus will be on work you 

perform in class, movements, core, breathing and balance.  Once the methods are 

understood they become much easier to execute and therefore each class is more 

valuable.  

Music 

I have finally received a few requests for music, thank you Ros.  I am happy to 

choose the tunes but it can be fun to add some different tastes into the mix.  Do let 

me know if you have any favourites. 

Sponsorship 

There are 10 of us taking part in The Sleep walk on Saturday 11th April, we will be 

chatting our way through 10 miles to raise funds for Rowcroft  Hospice.  If anyone 

would like to sponsor us that would be wonderful.   

That’s it for now, see you all next week but remember to dust off those costumes and 

get splashing!! 

Tess  

Phone: 07736889274  

Email: tess@tessfit.co.uk   

Facebook: Tessfit 

Website: www.tessfit.co.uk  
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